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The structure of a hydrogel network determines its ability to dissipate stress upon deformation, as well

as its ability to swell in water. By designing systems with cross-linkable thiol groups in the monomers,

radical thiol–ene chemistry was used to form controlled networks for acrylamide monomers. The use of

radical thiol–ene chemistry effectively suppressed homo-polymerization of the bis(acrylamide)

monomer and resulted in networks of alternating thiol and acrylamide monomers. Additionally, if the

stoichiometry between the monomers is controlled, the network should approach that of ideality. In the

case of bis(acrylamide) monomers, the incorporation of hydrogen-bond donors into the network

creates a single network hydrogel with the benefits of high strength and ductility from the simultaneous

incorporation of chemical and physical cross-links. Additionally, this strategy suppresses the formation of

homo-polymerization in the acrylamide monomer to achieve an alternating network, which is supported

with NMR characterization of base-digested fragments. For three different monomer compositions, the

resulting gels had high compressive strength (up to 40 MPa) and tunable mechanical properties. The

high mechanical strength of the 1 : 1, thiol : ene gel composition is due to the uniform distribution of

cross-links, which creates defect-free networks for efficient stress transfer. The present one-pot

synthetic strategy toward controlled gel networks affords monomer versatility and synthetic ease, as well

as the potential for mechanically robust materials.

Introduction

Hydrogels are crosslinked polymeric networks that swell in
water, and they have use in a variety of applications such
as tissue engineering, contact lenses, prostheses, and drug
delivery.1–4 Current efforts aim to design gels that are ductile
and/or strong for the development of artificial tissues like
muscle or cartilage replacement materials. Most hydrogels are
not mechanically strong or tough, and this is likely due to
inefficient stress dissipation mechanisms within the material.
During commonly used one-pot methods for polymerization
and crosslinking to form gel networks, the crosslinks are
randomized. This phenomenon leads to non-ideal gel networks
with mechanical defects and does not allow for tunability of the
mechanical properties.

Within the last decade, several strategies have emerged for
achieving hydrogels with high strength and/or toughness.5–9

Most of these strategies incorporate some variant of the sacrificial
bond concept, wherein two different types of covalent and/or
noncovalent bonds are incorporated into a gel network to produce
a material that has high strength and/or ductility, and high
fracture energy. This behavior has been attributed to the breaking
of the sacrificial bonds at low stress before breaking the main-
chain network at higher levels of applied stress. The types of
sacrificial bonds employed depend on the type of gel network. The
first tough hydrogels employed two mechanically dissimilar poly-
mers that were entangled to form a double-network gel.10 At low
levels of stress, the covalent bonds within the first polymer would
break to relieve stress within the material (and no crack propaga-
tion resulted), and then at higher levels of stress, the second
polymer would rupture and the material would fracture.10 Hybrid
double network gels have been synthesized by Sun and coworkers
that incorporated two types of crosslinked polymers: one ionically-
crosslinked alginate and a covalently-crosslinked polyacrylamide.5

When stress was applied to the material, the ionic crosslinks
would break first and leave the covalently crosslinked polyacryl-
amide chains intact. In this manner, cracks would not form until
high levels of stress were applied.
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With the goal of achieving a controlled and mechanically
tunable gel network with efficient stress transfer, our research
focused on incorporating the sacrificial bond concept into a
single network material that possesses both covalent and
noncovalent crosslinks. These crosslinks are based on two
different monomers (one with hydrogen bond donors and the
other with an excess of cross-linkable thiol groups) polymerized
with thiol–ene chemistry to assemble the main chain polymers
and crosslinks. This approach has been demonstrated with
copper-mediated azide–alkyne cycloaddition (another click
reaction) to assemble controlled gels for drug delivery,11 and
more recently for tissue engineering.12 However, there are
limited reports of using radical thiol–ene polymerization with
acrylamide as a co-monomer to assemble a controlled gel
network,13 and no reports of thermally initiated thiol–ene
polymerizations with acrylamide as a co-monomer. The strategy
would allow for greater control over the crosslinks in the network
that minimize mechanical defects, as well as imparting other
desirable properties like stimuli responsiveness in a controlled
gel network. The precise placement of covalent and noncovalent
crosslinks from the acrylamide monomer should allow for
efficient stress transfer mechanisms within the network and
results in hydrogels with tunable mechanical properties.
A similar strategy has been employed with diacrylate and
dimethacrylate monomers.14

Results and discussion
Synthesis

By controlling the stoichiometry between monomers, copolymers
with a controllable amount of free thiol groups will form via
radical thiol–ene polymerization. It was hypothesized that if the
thiol–ene radical polymerization used to assemble the main chain
of the copolymer was faster than homo-polymerization of mono-
mers, the positions of the cross-linkable thiol groups would be
fixed at precise positions to form a gel with controlled structure.
The different gel compositions were named according to the
stoichiometry of the functional groups in each monomer. The
gel composition labeled 1 : 1 (thiol : ene) groups was predicted to

produce an ideal network between pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-
mercaptopropionate) (PTK) and N,N-methylene bis(acrylamide)
(MBA) monomers (according to Fig. 1). The 1 : 1 (thiol : ene) net-
work contains uniformly spaced chemical cross-links (blue lines)
and physical cross-links from hydrogen bonding groups (green
lines). The gel compositions labeled 2 : 1 and 4 : 1 (thiol : ene) were
predicted to have non-ideal networks and less control over the
network compared to the 1 : 1 composition. When the network
contains an excess of free thiol groups in the main chain of the
polymer, it can achieve high strength after cross-linking to form
disulfide bonds or chain entanglements of the PTK units in a gel
network. Such a material can lead to self-healing phenomena and
stimuli responsiveness.

The gels were synthesized via one-step polymerization and
cross-linking procedure. Three different gels were synthesized
that differed in their ratio of functional groups (thiol : ene). The
procedure was a one-pot process that copolymerized a diene
monomer N,N-methylene bis(acrylamide) (MBA) with a tetra
thiol monomer pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate)
(PTK). These reactions formed hydrogels without further
crosslinking steps.

Evidence of gel network formation

The first evidence of gel network formation was provided by
solubility tests for the gels after polymerization for the samples. The
monomers were soluble in mixtures of methanol and dichloro-
methane (1 : 1, v/v), while the corresponding gels were only disper-
sible in these solvents. The gels were insoluble in all solvents tested.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was per-
formed on both gel compositions to determine if the solvent
water molecules exhibited a freezing point depression. The DSC
thermograms for the gels showed the crystallization exotherm
occurred at (�15 1C) for the gels, which suggests water mole-
cules are trapped in the gel network interior.15 Additionally,
there is only one sharp peak in the heating cycle of the
thermograms, which indicates one type of bound water in each
gel network, as shown in the S2 in the ESI.†15 It should be noted
that these curves exhibit super-cooling of water at the measured
scan rate.

Fig. 1 The copolymerization of N,N-methylene bis(acrylamide) with pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate) to form controlled and tunable
hydrogels.
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Additionally, infrared analysis of the dry and swollen
samples for the 2 : 1 (thiol : ene) gel composition supports the
existence of hydrogen bonding between water and the network
(in S3 in the ESI†). The O–H stretch becomes significantly more
pronounced upon swelling in water. This finding is consistent
with the observation of one type of water state (bound) in the
DSC thermogram.

Structural characterization of 1 : 1, thiol : ene gel networks

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy of hydrolysis products.
To make sure the network was comprised of a true alternating
copolymer, a basic digestion of the gel products was performed
and analyzed via proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) end
group analysis. A similar protocol was utilized in Halverson’s
work on polyacrylamide hydrolysis.16 In other words, the
structure of the network polymers of the gels can be either the
blocks of monomers with sporadic thiol–ene linkages inter-
spersed or a controlled network with an alternating copolymer
backbone. The former occurs if the rate of MBA (or PTK) homo-
polymerization under free radical conditions is faster than the
thiol–ene click reactions. The latter results from the targeted
thiol–ene click polymerization. In this experiment, only PTK
contains base-labile ester linkages, and MBA is a bis(amide) that
should be unreactive to basic hydrolysis conditions. The NMR
experiment would confirm whether the gel digestion fragments
were comprised of blocks of MBA polymers or were just small
molecules. First, deuterium oxide was treated with solid sodium
hydroxide pellets to bring the pH to B10. Then, each gel was
dissolved to obtain transparent solutions that could be analyzed
via NMR techniques. Both gel compositions were prepared in
this manner and their spectra were compared with the spectrum
of pure MBA at neutral pH in D2O.

(1 : 1, thiol : ene)

In the 1H NMR spectrum of the sample of the 1 : 1 composition
of thiol : ene groups, the vinyl end group is present in the
spectrum at B5–6 ppm. The NMR solvent for the sample
overlaps with the methylene protons of the MBA monomer;
therefore, those protons cannot be distinguished (see ESI†).
The NH protons from MBA are also missing in the spectrum,
likely due to the base-catalyzed exchange of the amide protons
with the deuterated solvent.17 In order to establish whether the
initial gel network was composed of blocks of MBA monomer,
two-dimensional NMR analysis with the gHMBC experiment
shows the strongest evidence for no branching in the MBA
portions of the network. The correlations between the protons
labeled ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ at 2.42 and 2.16 ppm in Fig. 2B are
consistent with the following thiol–ene adduct shown below.
Additionally, the methylene proton at the ‘‘A’’ position corre-
lates with the carbon at position ‘‘C’’ and the carbonyl carbon
of the MBA monomer. The assignment of chemical shift for
carbons at the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘C’’ positions was made based on the
proximity to the moderately deshielding sulfur atom. The
spectrum also shows cross peaks for the methylene protons
from MBA at 4.79 ppm that correlate with the amidic carbonyl
carbon at 204.7 ppm.

Additionally, the diffusion coefficients from DOSY NMR
analysis shed additional insight into the structure of the gel
network.18 It was hypothesized that if MBA homo-polymerized
prior to reacting with the thiol groups of PTK, there would be
large blocks of unreactive (to hydroxide base) regions of the gel.
Because only the ester groups of the PTK portions of the gel are
base-labile, those portions of the network would fragment into
smaller components. When subjected to a basic degradation,
three different scenarios are possible for the products studied.
In the first scenario, one could observe polymer fragments for
blocks of MBA. Subsequently, one would observe two types of
diffusion coefficients for small fragments from PTK and the
large polymeric blocks for MBA.19 In the second scenario, if the
original network is comprised of precisely arranged alternating
PTK and MBA units, then only small fragments will result.
Depending on the resolution of the spectrometer, one would
see only one diffusion coefficient for both small fragments. In
the third scenario, there might be a combination of the first two
scenarios, where the product of a basic degradation in water
would produce a mixture of MBA blocks, as well as tracts of
alternating copolymer. This scenario would likely produce
different sized fragments after a basic degradation from the
tracts of MBA and alternating copolymer having their own
unique reactivity.

To distinguish the three possible scenarios, a sample of the
1 : 1 gel was dissolved completely in a solution of sodium
hydroxide in deuterium oxide (pH B 10). For the 1 : 1 gel
composition, the NMR spectrum from the DOSY experiment
showed one new diffusion constant for the signal at d 4.24. This
is consistent with the presence of fragments of similar size,
which would likely rule out the third scenario. For the 2 : 1 gel
composition, the DOSY experiment showed one new diffusion
coefficient at d 3.45 that was larger than the signal for the 1 : 1
composition (see S1B in the ESI†). This suggests that the
network structure was different between the two gel samples.
For this gel composition, it is unclear how many components
comprise the signal at �9.7 (log (m2 s�1)) because the signal is
very broad.

To distinguish the first and second scenarios, the molecular
weight of the resulting fragments was approximated with a
calibration curve of polystyrene standard compounds. The
solution in basic deuterium oxide was extracted with deuterated
chloroform, so the diffusion NMR spectrum could be compared
with polystyrene standards diffusion NMR spectra in the same
solvent. From the Stokes–Einstein relationship between the
diffusion coefficients and the hydrodynamic radius of a poly-
mer, the value of the diffusion coefficient is consistent with a
small-molecular fragment, as shown in Fig. 3. The fragmented
product has a diffusion coefficient similar to the solvent
(deuterium oxide); therefore, the two compounds have a similar
sized hydrodynamic radius.

After extraction of the sample with CDCl3, another DOSY NMR
spectrum was obtained. A standard curve analysis in CDCl3 for
the DOSY NMR spectrum confirmed the diffusion coefficient has
Mw o 1000 g mole�1 (see ESI†). When considering the analysis
from gHMBC NMR data, there must be incorporation of PTK into
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Fig. 3 The DOSY NMR (D2O, 400 MHz) spectrum of the 1 : 1 (thiol : ene) gel after a basic degradation in deuterium oxide. The signal at B7.5 ppm
suggests the presence of only small fragments in the system.

Fig. 2 The NMR analysis for 1 : 1 (thiol : ene) gel after basic degradation with sodium hydroxide in deuterium oxide solvent (D2O, 400 MHz): (A) the
1H NMR spectrum of the hydrolysis product; (B) the gHMBC spectrum for the hydrolysis product with key correlations highlighted.
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the fragments analyzed and there are no large blocks of poly-
merized MBA. Therefore, the diffusion data is consistent with a
small molecular weight fragments that originated from a larger
controlled network. Thus, homo-polymerization of MBA is sup-
pressed in the network. However, this experiment does not rule
out other types of homo-polymerization or cross-linking between
the thiol groups of PTK units to form disulfide bonds. Disulfide
bonds are also base-labile and would produce small fragments as
well. However, there are reports of photo-initiated thiol–ene
polymerization chemistry with anhydrides that do not show
evidence of homo-polymerization of PTK.20 These reports
are consistent with an alternating monomeric network in our
analogous system.

Rheological measurements

In order to understand the rheo-mechanical behavior of the
gels, the three compositions were characterized with frequency
sweep measurements. The storage and loss moduli, G0 and G00

in Fig. 4A, show the elastic and viscous response of the
hydrogels, respectively. The elastic modulus of both the 1 : 1
and 2 : 1 (thiol : ene) samples shows a plateau in a wide range of
angular frequency and confirms a highly solid-like behavior of
the hydrogels. The storage modulus for the 1 : 1 (thiol : ene)
composition is higher than other samples because by carefully
controlling the stoichiometry of the monomers and positioning
of crosslinks, the gel structure approaches that of an ideal network
polymer. The ideal network should be relatively defect-free with
minimum physical chain entanglements. Additionally, an ideal
network allows for efficient stress dissipation and high strength.6

The 4 : 1 (thiol : ene) sample does not result in a stable hydrogel
and the storage modulus increases with angular frequency.

The loss modulus shows the viscous contribution of each
sample. For 1 : 1 sample, there is a shallow minimum in the G00

plot. The minimum in loss modulus shows the presence of two
relaxation behaviors in the system and the transition from
a-relaxation (long time, related to low frequency) to b-relaxation
(short time, high frequency).21 We believe the minimum in G00 is
present in 2 : 1 and 4 : 1 samples and would occur in lower
frequencies than the measured range in this study. As the gel
becomes stronger, the characteristic minimum frequency for

relaxation crossover shift to higher frequencies, because smaller
segments connect the network together.22,23

There is a crossover between G0 and G00 in 4 : 1 sample that
shows the transition from solid-like (at low angular frequencies)
to liquid-like behavior (at high angular frequencies).

The tangent of the phase angle (Fig. 4B) is calculated as
follows:

tan d ¼ G
00

G
0 (1)

d values of close to zero indicate solid-like behavior, whereas
values close to 901 show liquid-like behavior. The value of tan d
for 4 : 1 sample is higher than that of 2 : 1 and 1 : 1 samples,
indicating the sample is close to the gel point, and a three-
dimensional network has not been formed. For 1 : 1 and 1 : 2
samples, the tan d values approach zero in all frequencies that
confirm the solid-like behavior of this samples (see S5 in ESI†).

Fig. 5 shows the frequency sweep results of 2 : 1 and 4 : 1
samples swollen in chloroform. Hydrogel samples show a
plateau in G0 versus frequency curve that indicates high stability
of 3-D crosslinked networks. In order to discuss the difference
between the order of magnitude of G0 in water (Fig. 5) and
chloroform swollen hydrogels, we should keep in mind that

Fig. 4 (A) Comparative storage and loss moduli for representative samples from each gel composition of MBA and PTK with respect to thiol:ene
functionality from frequency sweep measurements; (B) plot of tan (d) as a function of angular frequency.

Fig. 5 Frequency sweep measurements for gels in water and chloroform
allow for physical and chemical crosslink density to be calculated.
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there are two types of crosslinking involved in the mechanical
properties of hydrogels, chemical crosslinks and physical cross-
links. The latter is a result of hydrogen bonding between chains.

The 2 : 1 and 4 : 1 samples (thiol : ene) were swollen in water and
chloroform solvents. The mechanical properties of 4 : 1 (thiol : ene)
sample in water are not high enough and it is close to the chemical
gel point with low mechanical properties. When swollen in water,
physical networks dissociate, and hydrogel has lower crosslink
density and mechanical properties. In contrast, when the hydrogels
are swollen in chloroform, in addition to chemical crosslinks,
physical crosslinks can exist between the amidic hydrogens (as
confirmed from FTIR, see ESI,† S3) in the MBA fragments.

The cross-link density for the 1 : 1, thiol : ene network was
calculated from the theory of rubber elasticity to quantify the
number of crosslinks, as follows:

G = nRT (2)

where, G is the shear modulus and can be represented by elastic
modulus in the hydrogels with solid-like behavior. R and T are
gas constant and temperature, respectively. n is the number
of active chains per unit volume or the crosslink density of
hydrogel. Using eqn (2), the crosslink density was calculated to
be 2.05 � 10�5 moles cm�3. The crosslink density cannot be
calculated accurately for the non-ideal network (2 : 1 and 4 : 1,
thiol : ene) gel compositions because of the presence of topological
defects in those materials, such as dangling chain ends and loops
from an excess of PTK in the network. These network defects are
reflected in the equilibrium swelling measurement data in the
ESI† S6. A similar discrepancy between the rheological and
swelling ratio data has been reported for hemicellulose gels.24

In the present work, the excess of PTK in the gel composition
leads to an increase in the swelling capacity in water. This would
suggest the gel network is more flexible and is consistent with the
smaller elastic modulus from rheological measurements when
compared with the ideal network 1 : 1 (thiol : ene).

Stress–strain curves-discussion

The 1 : 1 (thiol : ene) hydrogel composition sustains more stress
compared to the 2 : 1 composition, as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, the

mechanical properties of the 1 : 1 (thiol : ene) sample are higher
than that of 2 : 1 (thiol : ene) sample. This result agrees with the
rheological data, as the storage modulus of sample with the 1 : 1
(thiol : ene) composition was higher than that of the sample
with 2 : 1 (thiol : ene) composition. We believe that the network
in the 2 : 1 composition is less ideal than that of the 1 : 1
composition. As discussed before, the ideal network structure
allows for efficient stress dissipation and high strength.6 The
2 : 1 sample has free branches, which makes it more flexible
than the 1 : 1 sample. Therefore, the 2 : 1 sample has a higher
strain at break. The 1 : 1 ratio has an ideal network, which
provides a higher stress at break than the 2 : 1 sample. The area
under compressive stress–strain curve is attributed to the
compressive toughness of the hydrogels, as shown in Table 1,
along with some hydrogels from the literature. Sample 4 : 1
does not provide a robust gel and therefore the mechanical
strength results are not reported for this composition. These
results show that the 2 : 1 gel’s compressive toughness is higher
than that of the 1 : 1 sample, which indicates that having a
more flexible (non-ideal) network can provide higher tough-
ness. In this case, the role of topological defects might also be
advantageous for mechanical properties when dangling chain
ends become entangled.

The synthesized hydrogels have toughness values greater
than the literature for conventional hydrogels, as shown in
Table 1. The results show that the 2 : 1 gel has higher compressive
toughness than that of the 1 : 1 sample, which indicates that
having a more flexible (non-ideal) network can provide higher
toughness. These measurements support the value of incorpor-
ating monomers with hydrogen-bond donating groups into
hydrogel networks as a way to access materials with a range of
toughness values.

Conclusion

The work described detailed efforts toward the synthesis
and characterization of controlled gel networks with tunable
mechanical properties. By incorporating cross-linkable groups
into the monomers, thiol–ene chemistry provides access to a
range of materials with high compressive strength and tunable
rheo-mechanical properties. The relationship between the spatial
connectivity afforded by thiol–ene polymerization chemistry and
the network structure needs to be further investigated. Our
results suggest that the ideal network has a higher mechanicalFig. 6 The compressive stress–strain curves for the hydrogels.

Table 1 Calculated compressive toughness from stress–strain curves for
hydrogel products and hydrogels from the literature

Hydrogel
Compressive
toughness (MPa)

2 : 1 (thiol : ene) 509.5 � 32.9
1 : 1 (thiol : ene) 413.0 � 51.5
Macromolecular microsphere composite (MMC)
hydrogel25

34.4

Chitin whiskers modified gelatin hydrogels26 0.3
Cellulose modified polyNIPAM hydrogels27 0.6
Polyurethane modified polyacrylamide hydrogels28 0.1
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strength, whereas the non-ideal network with topological defects
provides higher toughness. Future work in this area will expand
the approach to produce structure–mechanical property studies
on a range of hydrogels with varying monomer compositions.
Additionally, by incorporating acrylamide monomers with
thiol–ene chemistry, the combination of physical and chemical
crosslinking might also allow for self-healing behavior in these
hydrogels.
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